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Abstract. We address the verification problem of programs manipulating one-
selector linked data structures. We propose a new automated approach for check-
ing safety and termination for these programs. Our approach is based on using
counter automata as accurate abstract models: control states correspond to ab-
stract heap graphs where list segments without sharing are collapsed, and coun-
ters are used to keep track of the number of elements in these segments. This
allows to apply automatic analysis techniques and tools for counter automata in
order to verify list programs. We show the effectiveness of our approach, in par-
ticular by verifying automatically termination of some sorting programs.

1 Introduction
The design of automatic verification methods for programs manipulat-
ing dynamic linked data structures is a challenging problem. Indeed,
the analysis of the behaviour of such programs requires reasoning about
complex transformations of data structures involving both creation and
deletion of objects as well as modifications of the links between them
(pointer manipulations). The heap of such programs may have in fact an
arbitrary size and shape (a graph structure). There are several approaches
for tackling this problem addressing different subclasses of programs and
using different kinds of formalisms for representing and reasoning about
infinite sets of heap structures, e.g., [18, 16, 20, 7].

We consider in this paper the class of programs manipulating linked
data structures with a single data-field selector. It corresponds to pro-
grams manipulating linked lists with the possibility of sharing and circu-
larities. We propose a new approach for the automatic verification of such
programs which is mainly based on using counter automata as accurate
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abstract (infinite-state) models. These models can be used for checking
both safety properties and termination of the considered programs using
techniques such as (abstract) symbolic reachability analysis (for safety
and invariance checking) and automatic generation of decreasing rank-
ing functions (for termination checking).

Let us present in more details the proposed approach. We start from
the observation that if we do not consider garbage (parts of the heap not
reachable from the pointer variables of the program), the heap graph is
always a finite collection of graphs of a special form close to a tree: it is
either a tree (where edges are directed towards the root) or a set of trees
having all their roots connected to a simple cycle. The number of such
graphs is infinite, but it can be proved that for each of them, the number
of vertices where sharing occurs is bounded by the number of pointer
variables of the program.

Then, for data-insensitive programs (i.e., programs not accessing nor
modifying the data stored in lists as, e.g., a list reversal program), a nat-
ural abstraction consists in mapping each sequence of elements between
two sharing points into an abstract sequence of some (fixed) bounded
size. However, for each given value of the bound, this abstraction is ob-
viously not precise in general. In order to define a precise abstraction, we
need in fact to reason about the size of each sequence between two shar-
ing points. This leads to the idea of using counters in order to keep this
information in the abstract model (and therefore to use counter automata
as abstract models).

In fact, considering counter automata-based models has several ad-
vantages. Not only does it allow to define accurate abstractions, it allows
us also to handle quantitative properties depending on the sizes of some
parts of the heap. Thus, we can handle programs with integer variables
whose value is somehow related to the contents of the lists (e.g., to their
length). Moreover, it provides a powerful way for checking termination
which typically requires reasoning about decreasing values (e.g., the size
of the part of the list to be treated).

A first contribution of the paper is to define an abstraction mapping
from data-insensitive programs to counter automata for which we prove
that the (concrete) program and its abstraction are bisimilar. This result
is interesting since it means that our abstraction preserves all properties
of the class of data-insensitive programs. The control states of the built
automaton correspond to abstract shapes (heap graphs where sequences
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between shared points are reduced to single vertices), and each transi-
tion corresponds to the execution of a program statement. It represents
a modification in the shape together with a modification on the counters
(attached to vertices abstracting sequences between sharing nodes).

The control structure of the built counter automata can be arbitrary
in general. However, it turns out that these automata have an important
property: we prove that if we consider the evolution of the sum of all
counters, the effect of executing any control loop is to increment this
sum by a constant which depends on the program. We use this fact to es-
tablish a new decidability result for list programs: for every given (data-
insensitive) list program, if the control structure of the generated counter
automaton has no nested loops, the verification problems of safety prop-
erties and termination are both decidable.

Subsequently, we go further by considering the issue of data-sensitivity.
We consider the class of programs manipulating objects ranging over a
potentially infinite data domain supplied with an ordering relation, and
we assume that the only allowed operation on these data values is the
comparison w.r.t. this ordering relation. This class of programs includes,
for instance, sorting programs. We extend our previous abstraction prin-
ciple to the heap graphs of these programs by taking into account (in
addition to the size) some information about the order of the elements in
the abstracted sequences between sharing points, and we provide a con-
struction which associates with each program a counter automaton-based
abstract model. We show that this abstraction is sound w.r.t. the choice
of ordering predicates.

Finally, we show the application of our approach on three examples of
programs (list reversal, insertion sort, and bubble sort). We have derived
systematically their counter automata models, and then we used (1) our
ARMC tool [8] (and some compile-time techniques) for checking safety
properties, and (2) the Terminator tool based on [11] for termination.

Related Work. Programs manipulating singly-linked lists have gained a
lot of attention within the past two years, as shown by the fairly large
number of recent publications on the subject [4, 6, 17, 3, 7]. Interestingly,
the idea of abstracting away all the list segments with no incoming edges
is common to many of these works, even though they are independent and
use different approaches and frameworks (e.g., static analysis [17], pred-
icate abstraction [3] symbolic reachability analysis [4] and proof search
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[6]). The fact that the number of sharing points in abstract heap structures
is bounded by the number of variables in the program is also behind the
techniques proposed in [17, 7].

In [9], the authors use an abstract shape model with counters, but
their concerns are mostly related to the decidability of a specification
logic. The approach that is the closest to ours is [4]. However, it is rather
pointed towards showing particular properties such as absence of seg-
mentation faults and memory leak errors, than checking general safety
properties, and the work does not address the problem of verifying ter-
mination. Moreover, the work reported in [4] offers less automation of
the verification than ours. Recently, the same authors have started in-
dependently a work [14] on automatic construction of models based on
counter automata similar to our approach. The use of ordering predicates
in order to handle sorting programs is similar to the one considered in
[13, 20] based on the shape analysis approach. Termination is tackled by
works such as [21, 3]. In all of these works, ranking functions must be
given manually, whereas our approach is fully automated.

2 Programs with Lists

In this section we define a model for programs manipulating dynamic
list data structures. We consider that lists are implemented using refer-
ence (pointer) data types with one selector (next) field, as it is the case
in most object-oriented imperative programming languages (e.g., Java,
C, C++). For the time being we consider programs without recursion or
concurrency constructs, therefore all variables are assumed to be global.
In addition to the list data structures, the programs can have integer vari-
ables. Examples of such programs include: list reversals, list insertion
procedures, sorting procedures, programs counting the elements in a list,
etc.

2.1 Syntactic Definitions

The abstract syntax of the programs considered in this paper is given in
Figure 2.1. Here Lab is a finite set of program labels (control locations),
PVar a finite set of pointer variables, and IVar a finite set of integer
variables (counters).
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l ! Lab
u,v,w ! PVar
i, j,k ! IVar

Program := {l : Stmnt;}"

Stmnt := WhileStmnt | I f Stmnt | Asgn
WhileStmnt := while Guard do {Stmnt;}" od

I f Stmnt := if Guard then {Stmnt;}"
!
else {Stmnt;}"

"
fi

Asgn := u := null | u := new | u := w | u := w.next | u.next := null | u.next := w | i := 0 | i := i±1
Guard := u= v | u= null | u.data # v.data | i= 0 | ¬Guard | Guard$Guard | Guard %Guard

Fig. 1. Abstract Syntax of Programs with Lists

We consider imperative programs working with a set of pointer vari-
ables PVar and a set of integer counter variables IVar. The pointer vari-
ables refer to list cells. Pointers can be used in assignments such as u
:= null, u:= w and u := w.next, selector updates u.next := w and
u.next := null, and new cell creation u:= new. Counters can be in-
cremented i := i + 1, decremented i := i - 1 and reset i := 0.
The control structure is composed of iteration (while) statements and
conditionals (if-then-else). The guards of the control constructs are
pointer equality u = w, data comparisons u.data <= v.data, zero tests
for counters i = 0 and boolean combinations of the above. A program is
said to be data insensitive if it does not use guards of the form u.data <=
v.data. A program is said to be flat if the body of any of its while loops
does not contain (while) statements nor conditionals (if-then-else).

1: while i &= null do
2: k := i.next;
3: i.next := j;
4: j := i;
5: i := k;
6: od

Fig. 2. List Reversing

An example is the list reversal program
in Figure 2. To simplify the definition of the
operational semantics below, we consider that
all programs are precompiled as follows. Each
pointer assignment of the form u: = new, u
:= w or u := w.next is immediately pre-
ceded by an assignment of the form u :=
null. A pointer assignment of the form u :=
u.next is turned into v := u; u := null;
u := v.next, possibly introducing a fresh variable v. Each pointer as-
signment of the form u.next := w is immediately preceded by u.next
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:= null. In addition, the programs are allowed to increment, decrement
and reset the counter variables that range over integers. Conditional state-
ments involve two kinds of tests: structural tests u = v and u = null
testing for equality and definedness of pointer variables, comparisons of
the data stored in the lists u.data # v.data, and zero tests i = 0.

2.2 Concrete Operational Semantics
In order to define the concrete semantics of programs with lists, we have
to formalize the notion of heap. In principle, a heap is a graph in which
each node has at most one successor. In addition, some nodes are des-
ignated by special labels (variables from PVar). If all the edges are re-
versed, one can imagine a heap as a set of disjoint trees, in which, for each
tree there might be an extra edge from an arbitrary node back to the root.

In the rest of the paper, for a set A we denote by A' the set A({'}.
The element ' is used to denote that a (partial) function is undefined at a
given point, e.g., f (x) = '. Also, for a function f we denote by f )A the
projection of f on A i.e. f *A+A.

Definition 1. Let ,D,-. be an infinite totally ordered set, and PVar a
set of pointer variables. A heap is a tuple H = ,N,S,V,D., where N is a
finite set of nodes, S : N / N' is a successor function, V : PVar/ N' is
a function associating nodes to variables, and D : N / D is a function
associating each node with a data element.

The set of all heaps using variables from PVar is denoted by H (PVar).
We denote S(n1) = n2 in H by n1 0/

H
n2, and u 0/

H
n : 1m . V (u) =

m $ m 0/
H
n. H might be omitted when it is clear from the context. We

denote by "
0/
H

the reflexive and transitive closure of 0/
H

. A node n is said
to be a cut point inH, denoted as cutH(n), if either it has two predecessors
or it is pointed to by a variable. Formally, cutH(n) : 1n1,n2 ! N . n1 &=
n2 $S(n1) = S(n2) = n % 1u !Var . V (u) = n.

The state of a program with lists is a triple ,l, ι,H. where l ! Lab
is the current program label, ι : IVar / Z is the current valuation of
counter variables, and H ! H (PVar) is the current heap configuration.
Each assignment modifies the state as follows: ,l, ι,H.

l:s;l2
00/ ,l2, ι2,H 2.,

where l2 is the label of the next statement, ι2 is the new valuation of coun-
ters, computed as usual, andH 2 is a heap configuration such thatH s

0/H 2,
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in conformance with the rules in Figure 3. As a result of removing a node
from the heap, other nodes might become unreachable from the pointer
variables. This set of nodes whose lifetime depends exclusively on n ! N
is denoted as depH(n). Herr is a special sink heap configuration, attained
as the result of a null pointer dereference. A pointer equality test u = v
evaluates to true in a heap H = ,N,S,V . if and only ifV (u) =V (v). Also,
u= null is true if and only if V (u) = '.

V (u) = '

H u := null
000000/H

C1

1w ! PVar \{u} . w "
0/
H
V (u)

H u := null
000000/ ,N,S,V [u/ '],D.

C2

V (u) = n ! N 3w ! PVar \{u} . ¬w "
0/
H
n N2 = N \depH (n)

H u := null
000000/ ,N2,S)N 2 ,V )N 2 ,D)N 2 .

C3

H u := w
0000/ ,N,S,V [u/V (w)],D.

C4
n &! N2 is a fresh node d ! D

H u := new
000000/ ,N({n},S[n/ '],V [u/ n],D[n/ d].

C5

V (w) = '

H u := w.next
00000000/ Herr

C6
V (w) = n ! N

H u := w.next
00000000/ ,N,S,V [u/ S(n)],D.

C7

V (u) = '

H u.next := null
000000000/Herr

C8
V (u) = n ! N N2 = N \depH (S(n))

H u.next := null
000000000/ ,N2,S)N 2 ,V )N 2 ,D)N 2 .

C9

V (u) = '

H u.next := w
00000000/ Herr

C10
V (u) = n ! N

H u.next := w
00000000/ ,N,S[n/V (w)],V,D.

C11

Herr
s
0/ Herr

C12

Fig. 3. Concrete Semantics of Heap Updates

3 Counter Automata

A counter automaton with n counters is a tuple A= ,Q,X ,/., where Q
is a finite set of control states, X = {x1, . . . ,xn} are the counter variables
and /! Q+Φ+Q are the transitions, where Φ is the set of Presburger
formulae [19] with free variables from {xi,x2i | 1 # i # n}. A configura-
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tion of a counter automaton with n counters is a tuple ,q,ν., where ν is
a mapping from X to N. The set of all configurations is denoted by C .
The transition relation C

0/4 C +C is defined by (q,ν) C0/ (q2,ν2) iff there

exists a transition q ϕ
0/ q2 such that if σ is an assignment of the free vari-

ables of ϕ (FV (ϕ)) where σ(x) = ν(x) and σ(x2) = ν2(x), we have that
ϕ(FV (ϕ)σ) holds and ν(x) = ν2(x), for all variables x with x2 &! FV (ϕ).
A run of A is a sequence of configurations (q0,ν0),(q1,ν1),(q2,ν2) . . .

such that (qi,νi)
C
0/ (qi+1,νi+1), for each i5 0.

The following definition introduces a novel class of counter automata
that is useful for our purposes:

Definition 2. Let A = ,Q,X ,/. be a counter automaton, where X =
{x1, . . . ,xn} are counter variables that range over non-negative integers.
A is said to be linear if all its transitions are of the form:ϕ(X) $

V

1#i#n x2i =
fi(X), where ϕ is a formula of Presburger arithmetic, and fi =∑nj=1 ai jx j+
bi, 1 # i # n are linear functions with integer coefficients. Moreover, A
is said to be non-negative if ai j 5 0, for all 1 # i, j # n. A is also said to
be restrictive if, there exists a constant α ! N such that for each control
state q ! Q, on each run π that visits q, the sum of values taken by the
counters, ∑n

i=1 xi, increases by at most α between any two consecutive
times when the control state is q.

The control graph of a counter automaton A is the graph having as
vertices the set Q of control states, and, for any two states q and q2, there
is an edge between q and q2 in the control graph if and only if there exists
a transition q ϕ

0/ q2 in A. A counter automaton is said to be flat if its
control graph has no nested loops. We can prove:

Theorem 1. The problems of reachability and termination for flat linear
non-negative restrictive counter automata are decidable.

Proof. W.l.o.g. we can restrict our attention to self-loops of the form
q φ
0/ q, where φ is a formula of the form considered in Definition 2. Let

x(m)
i denote the value of the counter xi at the m-th visit of control state q.

We have, for all m5 0:
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n

∑
i=1

x(m+1)
i 0

n

∑
i=1

x(m)
i # α

n

∑
i=1

( fi(x
(m)
1 , . . . ,x(m)

n )0 x(m)
i ) # α

n

∑
i=1

(
n

∑
j=1

ai jx
(m)
j +bi0 x(m)

i ) # α

n

∑
i=1

(
n

∑
j=1

a ji01)x(m)
i # α0

n

∑
i=1

bi

Since all coefficients are non-negative, we have ∑nj=1a ji 5 0, for all
1 # i # n. If, for some 1 # i # n, it is the case that ∑nj=1 a ji = 0, i.e. all
coefficients of xi are zero, then xi is not used in computing the next values
of x, and we can eliminate xi from the transition relation by replacing
it with the corresponding fi(x) expression in the transition guard ϕ(x)
(see Definition 2). This results in a machine with less counters, whose
behavior is the projection of the original one on the new set of counters.
Obviously, all temporal properties of the original machine are preserved
by the transformation.

We can therefore restrict w.l.o.g. to the case where ∑nj=1 a ji > 0, for
all 1 # i# n. Then either:

– ∑nj=1 a ji > 1, in which case 0 # x(m)
i #

α0∑ni=1 bi
∑nj=1 a ji01 , or

– ∑nj=1 a ji = 1, i.e. aki = 1 for some k and a ji = 0 for all j &= k.

This (static) case split partitions the set of counters x in two disjoint
subsets: a set y, for which the first case applies, and which are bounded
by a constant throughout the execution of the automaton, and a set z, for
which the second case applies, and which must occur exactly once in the
computation of x2, i.e. for each z ! z there exists exactly one x ! x such
that x2 = z+g, where g is a linear combination not involving z.

We distinguish now three cases. If (1) x ! y, the value of z is also
bounded by a constant. Otherwise, if (2) x ! z and g contains another
occurrence of a variable t from z, this means that there exists another
variable s from zwhose next value depends only on values from y, or else
there would be a variable from z occurring in two places. In this case, the
value of s is also bounded by a constant. The last case is (3) z2 = t+g(y),
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for z, t ! z. In the first two cases, the partition can be modified by moving
bounded variables from z to y until a fixpoint is reached.

According to the resulting partition (y,z), the values taken by the
counters at each iteration have the following properties:

– y range over an effectively computable finite set of values Γ= {γ1, . . . ,γN},
– y2 are linear combinations of y,
– z2 = z+δ, where δ are linear combinations of y.

Since the values taken by y are bounded, they can be encoded in the
control of a new counter machine. Given a self loop q ϕ $ ψ

000/ q, where
ψ=

V

1#i#n x2i = fi(x) is the same as in Definition 2, and a partition of the
counters into (y,z), that satisfies the requirements above, we can build a
counter machine Asim = ,z,Γ|y|,δsim., where δsim is obtained as follows:

γ
ϕ[γ/y] $ z2=z+δ
000000000/

Asim
γ2 iff |= ψ[γ/y,γ2/y2,z+δ/z2]

Notice that the new transition relation δsim is deterministic, since γ2 and
δ are linear combinations of γ. This means that the control structure of
Asim is in fact a loop, corresponding to a finite number of unfoldings of
q ϕ $ ψ
000/ q. The new machine simulates the original loop in the sense that

any execution of the former corresponds to an execution of the latter and
vice-versa. Moreover, the set of configurations of the original loop is in
one-to-one relation with the set of configurations of Asim.

Let M be the length of the loop constituting the control of Asim.
This is an effectively computable constant, bounded by N|y|, the num-
ber of control states. In other words, Asim is of the form: γ0

ϕ0$z2=z+δ00000000/

γ1
ϕ1$z2=z+δ10000000/ γ2 . . .0/ γM01

ϕM01$z2=z+δM01
00000000000/ γ0, where ϕi =ϕ[γi/y]. The

relation between the input z, and output z2 values of the counters of Asim,
can be now defined by the following Presburger formula:

1l 5 0
WM01
j=0 z2 = z+ l∑

M01
i=0 δi+∑

j
i=0δi $ (1)

30 # m# l 1q
VM01
j=0 m= qM+ j/ ϕ j(z+q∑M01

i=0 δi+∑
j
i=0δi) (2)

Intuitively, the formula from the first row gives the difference between
z2 and z, whereas the second one ensures that the guards are satisfied all
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along the way. Notice that ϕ j(z+q∑M01
i=0 δi+∑

j
i=0δi) are indeed formu-

lae of Presburger arithmetic, provided that ϕ is.
Given a flat linear non-negative restrictive automaton, one can com-

pute the above formula for each individual loop. The reachability and
termination problems for these automata can be reduced to satisfiability
of Presburger formulae. 67

4 Abstract Semantics of Programs with Lists

A common way of representing heaps compactly, consists in mapping an
entire list segment with no incoming edges into a special (abstract) node.
This idea constitutes also the basis of our abstraction. Let N be a set of
abstract nodes and X be a set of counter variables, one for each node.
We shall first define the abstract structure of heaps.

Definition 3. An abstract structure is a tuple H = ,N,S,V ., where:

– N 4 N is the set of abstract nodes, and
– S : N / N', V : PVar / N', are the successor and variable map-
pings,

An abstract structure is moreover said to be in normal form if, for each
n ! N, there exists u ! PVar such that u "

0/
H
n, and n is a cut point in H.

Intuitively, each abstract node corresponds to a set of concrete nodes,
and the counter associated with it in X keeps track of the number of
nodes in this set. For abstract structures in normal form, we do not allow
sequences of successive abstract node that are neither pointed by a vari-
able, nor have the indegree greater than one. This condition is needed in
order to ensure that any such abstract structure defined over a finite set
of variables is finite. H (PVar) denotes the set of all abstract structures
with variables from PVar. A result similar to the following has been also
proved in [4, 17]:

Lemma 1. Let PVar= {u1, . . . ,un} be a set of variables, and H = ,N,S,V .
be an abstract structure in normal form such that dom(V ) 4 PVar. Then,
||N|| # 2n (cf. [17]). As a consequence, the number of such heaps is
bounded asymptotically by (2n)2n, and the bound is tight.
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Proof. For a set of nodes M 8 N, let succ(M) = {n | m/ n} denote the
set of immediate successors of M, and, f ri(M) = succi(M)\succi01(M),
where succi(M) denotes the i-th application of the succ function to M,
for i> 1. By convention, we take f r0(M) =M. Since each node is reach-
able fromV , we have N 4

S

i50 succi(V ) =
S

i50 f ri(V ), therefore ||N||#
Σi50|| f ri(V )||. Let f r>1

k (M), f r=1
k (M) be the sets of nodes from f rk(M)

with two or more predecessors, and with one predecessor respectively.
Obviously, || f rk(M)|| = || f r>1

k (M)||+ || f r=1
k (M)||. A node with only one

predecessor and one successor clearly violates the normal form condi-
tion of Definition 3, hence each node from f r=1

k (V ) has no successors

for all k 5 0, so we have || f r>1
k (V )||#

|| f r>1
k01(V )||0|| f r=1

k (V )||
2 for k> 1, and

|| f r>1
1 (V )||#

|| f r0(V )||0|| f r=1
1 (V )||

2 . Summing up, we obtain:

Σi>1|| f r>1
i (V )|| # || f r0(V )||

2 +Σi>1
|| f r>1

i (V )||
2 0Σi>1

|| f r=1
i (V )||

2

Σi>1
|| f r>1

i (V )||
2 +Σi>1

|| f r=1
i (V )||

2 # || f r0(V )||
2

Σi50|| f ri(V )|| # 2|| f r0(V )||

||N||# 2||V ||

The number of abstract structures in normal form is bounded from below
by the number of partitions of the set PVar, i.e. for each possible partition
of PVar, one can construct a different family of abstract structures. This
number is known as the Bell number Bn and is bounded asymptotically
by nn. It is easy to see that this gives also an asymptotic upper bound. 67

Let us define now a first abstraction function, denoted by αs, that
maps concrete heaps into abstract structures. Given a concrete heap H =
,N,S,V,D., let !H 4 N+N be a relation on the set of nodes, defined as:
n1 !H n2 : n1 0/

H
n2 $¬cut(n2). We denote by 9H the reflexive, symmet-

ric and transitive closure of !H . The H subscript shall be further omitted
for simplicity. For a node n ! N, we denote by [n] the equivalence class
of n with respect to 9, also referred to as a list segment. The quotient
heap H/9 = ,N/9,S/9,V/9. is defined as follows:

– N/9 = {[n] | n ! N},
– for all n,m ! N, S/9([n]) = [m] iff 1n0 ! [n] 1m0 ! [m] . S(n0) =
m0 $ cutH(m0),

– for all u ! PVar, n ! N, V/9(u) = [n] iff V (u) ! [n], and
– S/9 and V/9 are undefined, otherwise.
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Note that S/9 and V/9 are well defined partial functions. For an equiva-
lence class [n] ! N/9, we denote by hd([n]), tl([n]) the head and tail of
the list segment, respectively, and by [n] : [m] the concatenation of two
list segments.

For assume that for some n ! N, S/9 maps [n] into two different
equivalence classes, call them [m] and [p]. This would imply the exis-
tence of two nodes n1,n2 ! [n] such that n1

"
0/m0 and n2

"
0/ p0, for some

m0 ! [m] and some p0 ! [p]. Since either n1
"
0/ n2, or n2

"
0/ n1, there must

exist a node in [n] with two distinct direct successors, which contradicts
the well-formedness of S. The argument for V/9 is straightforward.

Definition 4. Let H = ,N,S,V,D. be a concrete heap and H/9 = ,N/9,S/9,V/9.

its quotient. An abstract structure H = ,N,S,V . is said to be a structural
abstraction of H if and only if there exists a bijective function β : N/9 (
{'} / N({'} such that β(') = ', and for all u ! PVar:

– S(β([n])) = β(S/9([n])), and
– V (u) = β(V/9(u)).

Two abstract structures that differ only in the naming of nodes and
counter variables are semantically equivalent, in the sense that they are
abstractions of the same set of concrete heaps. In practice, this increases
the number of abstract structures generated by a symbolic state explo-
ration tool. This problem can be overcome by choosing a canonical rep-
resentation of abstract structures, as described in, e.g., [15].

We define the structural abstraction functionαs : H (PVar)/ H (PVar),
αs(H) = H, iff H is the canonical representative of a structural abstrac-
tion of H. Dually, the concretisation of an abstract structure H is the
set of concrete heaps whose structural abstraction is H, i.e. γs(H) =
{H | αs(H) =H}.

Note that according to Definition 4, αs(H) is an abstract structure in
normal form. For reasons that will become clear later, we need to extend
the notion of concretisation to abstract structures not in normal form. Let
H = ,N,S,V . be an abstract structure not necessarily in normal form, and
ν : N / N a mapping of nodes to natural numbers. By ν(H) we denote
the set of concrete heaps obtained by replacing each node n ! N by a list
segment of length ν(n), and data arbitrarily chosen from D. In particular,
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mapping one node into zero makes the node disappear in the concretiza-
tion, and all its predecessors automatically point to its successor. Then,
γs(H) =

S

{ν(H) | ν : N / N}. Notice that if H is in normal form, the
two definitions coincide.

4.1 Data Insensitive Programs

This section is devoted to the description of counter automata that ab-
stract the behaviour of the programs with lists. We formalize the correct-
ness of our construction by proving bisimulation between the semantics
of a list program and the semantics of a counter automaton. This entails
the strong preservation of temporal logic properties. In particular, safety
and termination are strongly preserved by the counter automaton, mean-
ing that one can accept and/or refute them based on the behaviour of the
latter.

Consider a list program with k pointer variables and l counter vari-
ables, i.e. ||PVar||= k and ||IVar||= l. We construct a counter automaton
A= ,Q,X ,

s
0/. with 2k+ l counters as follows. The control statesQ of the

counter automaton are elements of the set Lab+ (H (PVar)( {Herr}).
Let N =

S

{N | ,N,S,V . ! H (PVar)} be the set of nodes used in the
structural abstraction. The counters are X = {xn | n ! N }( IVar, one
for each node, and including the counter variables from the original pro-
gram. The transitions are given by the triples q ϕ

0/ q2 with q = ,l,H.,

q2 = ,l2,H 2. such that there is a statement l : s; l2 in the program and the
relation H ϕ

0/
s
H 2 is described by the structural rules in Figure 4. The 8

cases for the statement u := null are illustrated in Figure 5.
In order to simplify the treatment of the different cases, we have in-

troduced two low-level operations, that perform merging and splitting of
abstract nodes (Figure 4). Intuitively, we need to perform merging of two
abstract nodes n and m (µ(H,n,m)) in order to re-normalize the abstract
structure, after a destructive update.

Lemma 2. If H = ,N,S,V . is an abstract structure, and n,m ! N such
that S(n) =m and m is not a cut point in H, then γs(H) = γs(µ(H,n,m)).

Proof. “4” Let H ! γs(H). Then there exists a mapping ν : N / N such
that H = ν(H). Let ν2 be like ν, except for ν2(n) = ν(n) + ν(m). One

14



can easily verify that H = ν2(µ(H,n,m)), hence H ! γs(µ(H,n,m)). “;”
Let H ! γs(µ(H,n,m)). Then there exists ν : N \ {m} / N, such that
H = ν(µ(H,n,m)). Let ν2 : N / N be like ν, except that ν2(n) and ν2(m)
are such that ν2(n)+ν2(m) = ν(n). Note that this is possible since taking
zero as ν2(m) is allowed. Then one easily verifies that H = ν2(H), i.e.
H ! γs(H). 67

In the case of u := w.next, we need to split (σ(H,n,m)) the ab-
stract node n, into two nodes n and m, based on whether the value of its
corresponding counter is greater than one or one (xn = 1, xn > 1).

Lemma 3. If H = ,N,S,V . is an abstract structure, and n ! N, m &! N,
then γs(H) = γs(σ(H,n,m)).

Proof. Along the same lines as the proof of Lemma 2. 67

The semantics of conditional tests (u = v and u = null) is simi-
lar to the concrete case. For more details concerning the translation, the
reader is referred to the list reversal example in Figure 7.

Now we can state the main theorem of this section. Given a data
insensitive program P, let ,S ,

c
0/. be its concrete semantics with set of

states S = Lab+ (IVar / Z)+H (PVar) and c
0/ its transition relation.

Let S =Q+(X / Z) be the set of all configurations of the corresponding
counter automaton and s

0/ its transition relation.

Theorem 2. ,S ,
c
0/. and ,S ,

s
0/. are bisimilar.

Proof. We show this theorem by defining a relation between the two tran-
sition systems which is proved to be a bisimulation.

Let H = ,N,S,V,D., H/9 = ,N/9,S/9,V/9. and H = ,N,S,V ..
Let !s 4 S + S be the relation defined by:

(l,H,ν)!s (l1,H,ν)

if either l = l1 and H is a structural abstraction of H due to a function β
and ν)IVar= ν and 3n ! N . ν(xn) = νβ(n) or l = l1 $ H =H = Herr.

We show in the following that !s is a bisimulation between ,S ,
P
0/.

and ,S ,
P
0/.. This is done by considering all possible different statements
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1w !Var \{u} V (w) =V (u) &= '

H true
0000/
u:=null

,N,S,V [u/ '].
A2

V (u) = n ! N 3w ! Var \ {u} . V (w) &= n
1m, p ! N \{n} . p &= m $ S(m) = S(p) = n

H true
0000/
u:=null

,N,S,V [u/ '].
A2

2

V (u) = n ! N 3w !Var \{u} . V (w) &= n
1m ! N \ {n} . S(m) = n
3p ! N \ {n} . S(p) &= n

H
x2m=xm+xn
000000/
u:=null

µ(,N,S,V [u/ '].,m,n)
A22

2

V (u) = n ! N 3w ! Var \ {u} . w &
"
0/
H

n

S(n) ! {',n} N2 = N \{n}

H true
0000/
u:=null

,N2,S)N 2 ,V )N 2 .
A3

V (u) = n ! N 3w ! Var \ {u} . w &
"
0/
H

n

S(n) = m ! N \ {n}
1w !Var \{u} . V (w) = m N2 = N \{n}

H true
0000/
u:=null

,N2,S)N 2 ,V )N 2 .
A2

3

V (u) = n ! N 3w ! Var \ {u} . w &
"
0/
H

n

S(n) = m ! N \ {n}
3w ! Var \ {u} . V (w) &= m
1p,q ! N \{n} . p &= q$S(p) = m$S(q) = m
N2 = N \ {n}

H true
0000/
u:=null

,N2,S)N 2 ,V )N 2 .
A22

3

V (u) = n ! N 3w ! Var \ {u} . w &
"
0/
H

n

S(n) = m ! N \{n}
3w !Var \{u} . V (w) &= m
1p ! N \ {n,m} . S(p) = m
3q ! N \{n, p} . S(q) &= m N2 = N \{n}

H
x2p=xp+xm
000000/
u:=null

µ(,N2,S)N 2 ,V )N 2 ., p,m)

A222
3

V (u) = n ! N 3w ! Var \ {u} . w &
"
0/
H

n

S(n) =m ! N \{n}
3w ! Var \ {u} . V (w) &= m
3p ! N \ {n,m} . S(p) &= m
N2 = N \ {n,m}

H true
0000/
u:=null

,N2,S)N 2 ,V )N 2 .
A2222

3

Fig. 4. Counter Automaton Semantics Part 1 Let H Δ
= ,N,S,V .. The merging function is

µ : H (Var) + N + N / H (Var) given by µ(H,n,m) = ,N2,S )N 2 [n / S(m)],V . where
N2 = N \{m}. The splitting function is σ : H (Var)+N +N / H (Var) given by σ(H,n,m) =
,N ({m},S2,V . where S2 =

#
S \{(n, p) | n0/

H
p}

$
( {(m, p) | n0/

H
p} ( {(n,m)}.

in the program. Suppose that (l,H,ν)!s (l,H,ν) and let β :N/9({'}/
N({'} be the function from definition 4.

We need to show that for each statement s, (1) (l,H,ν)
s
0/ (l2,H 2,ν2)

implies (l,H,ν) s
0/ (l2,H,ν2) and (l2,H 2,ν2)!s (l2,H,ν2) and (2) (l,H,ν) s

0/

(l2,H,ν2) implies (l,H,ν)
s
0/ (l2,H 2,ν2) and (l2,H 2,ν2)!s (l2,H,ν2). For

statements which are assignments involving integer variables this is ob-
vious. For statements which are guards involving integer variables this is
also obvious. For guards involving pointer variables, this follows directly
from the below claim:
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Fig. 5. The different cases for u := null illustrated

Claim (1). Given H = ,N,S,V . such that H is a structural abstraction of
H, we have for all u,w ! PVar, V (u) =V (w) iff V (u) =V (w).

Proof. V (u) =V (w) =' iffV/9(u) =V/9(w) =' iffV (u) =V (w) = '.
If V (u) = V (w) &= ' then V (u) = V (w) &= ' follows. Dually, if V (u) =
V (w) = n, thenV/9(u) =V/9(w) = β01(n). Then eitherV (u) =V (w), or
V (u) &=V (w) andV (u) 9H V (w). The latter case leads to a contradiction
with the fact that V (w) is a cut point. 67

For the other cases we need another lemma.

Claim (2). Given H = ,N,S,V. such that H is a structural abstraction of
H due to β, for all n,m !N such that cut(m), n "

0/
H
m iff β([n]) "

0/
H
β([m]).

Proof. “<” We show that for all n,m ! N, n "
0/ m implies β([n]) "

0/

β([m]), by induction on the length of the path from n to m. If n = m
we trivially have β([n]) = β([m]). Else, if n "

0/ n2 0/ m, by the induc-

tion hypothesis we have β([n]) "
0/ β([n2]). Then either [n2] = [m], case
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n ! N \N

H
x2n=1

0000/
u:=new

,N({n},S[n/ '],V [u/ n].
A5

V (w) = n ! N

H xn=1
000000/
u:=w.next

,N,S,V [u/ S(n)].
A7

V (w) = n ! N m ! N \N2

H
xn>1 $ x2m=xn01
0000000000/

u:=w.next
σ(,N,S,V [u/ m],n,m)

A2
7

V (u) = n ! N S(n) ! {',n}

H
x2n=1

0000000/
u.next:=null

,N,S[n/ '],V .

A9

V (u) = n ! N S(n) =m ! N \{n}
1v ! Var \ {u} . V (v) = m

H
x2n=1

0000000/
u.next:=null

,N,S[n/ '],V .

A2
9

V (u) = n ! N S(n) = m ! N \ {n}
3v !Var \{u} . V (v) &= m
1p,q ! N \{n} . p &= q$S(p) = S(q) = m

H
x2n=1

0000000/
u.next:=null

µ(,N,S[n/ '],V ., p,m)

A22
9

V (u) = n ! N S(n) = m ! N \{n}
3v ! Var \ {u} . V (v) &= m
1p ! N \ {n,m} . S(p) = m
3q ! N \ {n, p} . S(q) &= m

H
x2n=1 $ x2p=xp+xm
00000000000/

u.next:=null
,N,S[n/ '],V .

A222
9

V (u) = n ! N S(n) = m ! N \{n}
3v ! Var \ {u} . V (v) &= m
3p ! N \ {n,m} . S(p) &= m
N2 = N \ {m}

H
x2n=1

0000000/
u.next:=null

,N2,S)N 2 [n/ '],V )N 2 .

A2222
9

H true
000000/
u.next:=w

,N,S[n/V (w)],V .
A10

Fig. 6. Counter Automaton Semantics Part 2

in which β([n]) "
0/ β([m]), or [n2] &= [m], case in which S/9([n2]) = [m],

therefore β([n2]) 0/ β([m]). “=” If β([n]) "
0/ β([m]) and cut(m), we nec-

essarily have β([n]) +
0/ β([m]). We prove that n "

0/m by induction on the
length of the path from β([n]) to β([m]). If β([n]) 0/ β([m]), then there

exist n0 ! [n] such that n0 0/ m. If n "
0/ n0, we are done. Else, we have

n0 0/ m "
0/ n, leading to a contradiction between cut(m) and the fact that

n is reachable from n0 with no cut points in between. For the induction
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step, if β([n]) "
0/ β([n2]) 0/ β([m]), and cut(n2) we have n "

0/ n2. By a sim-

ilar argument, n2 "
0/m, and, by the induction hypothesis, n "

0/ n2. 67

We now consider all statements involving pointer variables. We sup-
pose that they go from l to l2.

Case s= [u := null]. There are different cases.

– V (u) = '. We have V (u) = ' iff V (u) = ', by Claim (1). There-
fore, rule C1 applies to H iff rule A1 applies to H, and it is clear that
(l2,H,ν)!s (l2,H,ν).

– V (u) &= ' and 1w ! Pvar \ {u} . V (w) = V (u). We have V (u) =
V (w) &= ' iff V (u) = V (w) &= ', by Claim (1). In this case, rule C2
applies to H iff rule A2 applies to H, and it can be easily checked that
(l2,,N,S,V [u/ '].,ν)!s (l,,N,S,V [u/ '],.,ν).

– V (u) &= ' and 3w ! Pvar . V (w) &=V (u) and 1w ! Pvar \{u} . w "
0/
H

V (u)
Since V (u) is a cut point we have for any w that V (w)

"
0/
H
V (u) iff

V (w)
"
0/
H
V (u), by Claim (2). In this case, V (u) &= V (w), by Claim

(1), and ruleC2 applies to H iff rule A2
2 or rule A22

2 applies to H.
Either n is still a cut point after u := null or not.
• In the former case ruleC2 applies toH iff rule A2

2 applies toH. It is
clear that the structure of H/9 (except u) does not change after the
instruction. Therefore, (l,H,ν)!s (l,H,ν) implies ,N,S,V [u /
'].!s ,N,S,V [u/ '],ν..

• In the latter case, rule C2 applies to H iff rule A22
2 applies to H

Let H 2 = ,N,S,V [u/ ']. be the heap obtained after rule C2 and
H 2 = ,N2,S2,V 2. be the heap obtained after rule A22

2. Let m ! N
be such that w "

0/
H
m 0/

H
n. Then, there exist equivalence classes

[k] and [l] such that β01(m) = [k] and β01(n) = [l]. H 2
/9 contains

one less equivalence class than H/9, as [k] and [l] become equiv-
alent in H 2. Let [k2] be this equivalence class in H 2

/9. We define
a function β2 which maps H 2

/9 into H 2 by β2([p]) = β([p]) for all
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equivalence classes [p] different from [k2] and β2([k2]) = m. Then,
it is clear that H 2 = ,N2,S2,V 2. is a structural abstraction of H 2

due to β2. Furthermore, νβ2(m) = νβ(m) + νβ(n). Therefore, we
have ν2(xm) = νβ2(m) and for all n ! N2 different from m we have
ν2(xn) = ν(xn) = νβ(n) = νβ2(n). Therefore, (l,H,ν) !s (l,H,ν)
implies (l2,H 2

!s (l2,H 2,ν2).
– The other cases are treated in a similar way.

Case s= [u := w.next]. There are two cases: Either the equivalence class
of the node pointed to by u in the concrete heap contains one node or
more than one node. In the latter case, the structure obtained after the
instruction contains one more equivalence class. This is taken care of by
splitting an abstract node into two abstract nodes.

Case s = [u.next := null]. This case is treated in a similar way to case
u := null.

67

List Reversal Example Figure 7 shows the counter automaton for the
list reversal program from Figure 2, started with a non-circular list pointed
to by i, as input. The counter variable corresponding to each abstract node
is depicted inside the node itself. The counter automaton for the same
program, working on a circular input, is shown in Figure 8. For space
reasons, only the control states where branching occurs are depicted.

4.2 Ordered Data Programs

In this section we complete the definition of abstraction for programs
with lists, by introducing an abstraction for heaps containing data from
an ordered domain ,D,-.. More precisely, we need to abstract the or-
der relations that may occur inside a list segment, and between two list
segments.

Definition 5. Let H = ,N,S,V,D. be a concrete heap and H/9 its quo-
tient w.r.t. ! relation. If R 4 N+N is any relation on the set of nodes
define, for any [n], [m] ! N/9:
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[x= 1]

x := 1

[x= 1]

x := 1 y := 1

x := x01
y := 1
[x> 1]

x := x01
z := 1
[x> 1]

z := 1

y := y+ z

lab= 2

lab= 3

lab= 7

lab= 4

lab= 5

x := x+ y

Fig. 7. Non-circular List Reversal

– oR([n]) iff 3n1,n2 ! [n] . n1 &= n2 $ n1 !n2 < n1 R n2
– [n] -R

f f [m] iff hd([n]) R hd([m])

– [n] -R
f a [m] iff 3n1 ! [m] . hd([n]) R n1

– [n] -R
a f [m] iff 3n1 ! [n] . n1 R hd([n])

– [n] -R
aa [m] iff 3n1 ! [n] 3n2 ! [m] . n1 R n2

For a concrete heap H = ,N,S,V,D., the relation c 4 N+N is de-
fined as n1 c n2 : D(n1) - D(n2). Then, oc([n]) is true for a list seg-
ment [n] iff all its elements are ordered w.r.t. -. Similarly, [n] -c

> [m] for
> ! { f f , f a,a f ,aa} iff the first (all) element(s) of [n] is (are) less than
the first (all) element(s) of [m].

Definition 6. An abstract heap is a tuple %H = ,H,o,- f f ,- f a,-a f ,-aa.,
where H = ,N,S,V . is an abstract structure, o 4 N is a unary ordering
predicate, and - f f , f a,a f ,aa4 N+N are binary ordering predicates.

An abstract heap %H = ,H,o,- f f ,- f a,-a f ,-aa. sharing the same
structure H = ,N,S,V . as another abstract heap &H 2 = ,H,o2,-2

f f ,-
2
f a

,-2
a f ,-

2
aa., is said to be more precise, denoted as %H ? &H 2, if and only

if, for each n,m ! N we have o(n) = o2(n) and n -> m = n -2
> m, for

all > ! { f f , f a,a f ,aa}. Intuitively, the absence of a predicate indicates
incertitude w.r.t. the concrete ordering configuration. For instance if o(n)
does not hold, this means that in the concrete setting, n “represents” a list
segment that may or may not be ordered.
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[x> 1]
x := x01
z := 1

z := 1
[x= 1]
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z := z+1

x := 1
y := y01
[y> 1]

x := 1
[y= 1]

[y= 1]
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z := z01
x := x+1 [z> 1]

z := z01
y := y+1

y := 1
z := z01
[z> 1]

y := 1
[z= 1] [z= 1]

y := y+1

y := y01

[z> 1]
x := 1
z := z01

x := x+1
[z= 1]

[x> 1]
x := x01
z := z+1 [y= 1]

z := z+1

[z= 1]
x := 1

Fig. 8. Circular List Reversal

Given a set S of abstract heaps sharing the same structure, we denote
by 7S the least upper bound, and by 6S the greatest lower bound of S,
with respect to ?. Note that 7 and 6 are undefined for sets of abstract
heaps that have different structures. The domain of abstract heaps is de-
noted by , %

H (PVar),?..

Definition 7. Let H = ,N,S,V,D. be a concrete heap with data from the
ordered domain ,D,-. and H/9 = ,N/9,S/9,V9. its quotient. An ab-
stract heap %H = ,H,o,- f f ,- f a,-a f ,-aa. is said to be an abstraction of
H if and only ifαs(H) =H and for all [n], [m]!N/9, >! { f f , f a,a f ,aa}:
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o(β([n])) < oc([n]) and β([n]) -> β([m]) < [n] -c
> [m] where β is the bi-

jection from Definition 4.

We defineα : H (PVar)/ %
H (PVar) as α(H) =6{%H | %H is an abstraction ofH}.

Note that all abstract heaps that are abstractions of H share the same
structure, hence 6 is defined for this set. The concretization function is
γ : %

H (PVar) / P ( %
H (PVar)), defined as γ(%H) = {H | α(H) ? %H}.

Clearly, γ( %H1) 4 γ(%H2) if %H1 ? %H2, but the dual does not necessarily
hold.

4.3 Counter Automata Semantics with Ordering Predicates

Taking ordering predicates o,- f f , f a,a f ,aa into account refines our notion
of counter automaton, previously introduced. The counter automaton de-
fined in this section keeps track of the ordering information, allowing
one to verify properties related to the ordering of lists, as it is the case for
sorting programs, e.g., insertsort, bubblesort, etc.

A counter automaton with ordering predicates is Aa = ,Qa,X ,
a
0/..

The set of control states is defined now as Qa = Lab+ ( %
H (PVar) (

{Herr}), and the set of configurations is S a = Qa + (X / N), with the
usual notation. In addition to updating the abstract structure, the transi-
tion relation a

0/ has to also update the ordering predicates. Our goal is
to define the “best transformer” in the sense of [12]. More precisely, our
loss of information is only due to the choice of ordering predicates, the
definition of a

0/ does not introduce further imprecision. Theorem 4 below
formalizes this statement.

In order to achieve completeness of the abstract operational seman-
tics, we have designed our abstract state transformer function in two
stages. The first stage yields the actual change of the predicates, and the
second one is an operation of “saturation” whose goal is to add all the
predicates that can be derived from the existing ones, on a given abstract
heap, without changing the corresponding set of concrete heaps. For the
remainder of this section, we fix an abstract heap %H = ,H,o,- f f ,- f a

,-a f ,-aa., with its abstract structure H = ,N,S,V ., and let &H 2 be just
like %H, except that all the components of the tuples are primed.

Let us begin by the presentation of the second stage. Given an abstract
heap %H, we define the saturation of %H to be the most precise abstract heap
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whose concretization is the concretization of %H. More precisely, &H0 is the
saturation of %H if and only if &H0 = 6{&H 2 | γ(%H) = γ(&H 2)}. An abstract
heap %H is said to be saturated if and only if %H = 6{&H 2 | γ(%H) = γ(&H 2)}.
Unfortunately, this definition does not allow one to effectively check that
&H 2 is the saturation of %H for arbitrary abstract heaps. The problem is that
the set γ(%H) is infinite. To overcome this problem, we introduce “syntac-
tical” saturation rules in Fig. 9. The closure of an abstract heap %H w.r.t.
these rules is denoted as sat(%H).

The saturation rules need to be applied with the following premises.
Let (%H,ν) be a configuration of the counter automaton, and n an abstract
node of %H.

– if ν(xn) = 1, then it must be the case that o(n) and n -> n, > !
{ f f , f a,a f ,aa} all hold in %H. The reason is that list segments of
size one are ordered, and in all possible ordering relations with them-
selves.

– if ν(xn) = 2 and n - f a n, then o(n) must also hold in %H. In a list
segment of size two, if the first element is less than the second, then
the segment must be ordered.

The generated counter automaton will test, at each step, for each node n!
N, that xn = 1,2 and update the ordering predicates accordingly. Formal
arguments for these updates are provided separately in Section 4.4. For
the moment, let us carry on with the soundness and completeness proof
for our abstraction.

Definition 8. Let %H = ,H,o,- f f ,- f a,-a f ,-aa., H = ,N,S,V ., H =

,N,S,V,D. ! γ( %H), and β : N/9 / N be the bijection from Definition
4. Then " is defined to be the smallest partial order on N satisfying the
following, for all n,m ! N, > ! { f f , f a,a f ,aa}:

– o(n) < o!(β01(n))
– n-> m< β01(n) -!

> β01(m)

Proposition 1. Let %H = ,H,o,- f f ,- f a,-a f ,-aa., be an abstract heap,
H = ,N,S,V ., be its abstract structure in normal form andH = ,N,S,V,D. !
γ(%H) a possible concretization of %H. Let β : N/9 / N be the bijection
from Definition 4, and sat(%H) be ,H,osat ,-sat

f f ,-
sat
f a ,-

sat
a f ,-

sat
aa .. Then for

all n,m ! N we have n"m only if, either one of the following holds:
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1. n= hd([n]), m= hd([m]) and β([n]) -sat
f f β([m]),

2. n= hd([n]), m ! tl([m]) and β([n]) -sat
f a β([m]),

3. n ! tl([n]), m= hd([m]) and β([n]) -sat
a f β([m]),

4. n ! tl([n]), m ! tl([m]) and either:
(a) n!

"m and osat(β([n])),
(b) n & !"m and β([n]) -sat

aa β([m]).

Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of the argument that gives
n"m. By “argument” we mean here the sequence of derivation steps
used to deduce n"m, according to Definition 8. For the base case we
have:

– if n = hd([n]), m = hd([m]), then either [n] = [m], in which case we
have β([n]) - f f β([n]) by the reflexivity rule 9, or [n] &= [m], in which
case n"m because β([n]) -> β([m]), for > ! { f f , f a,a f ,aa}. In the
latter case we use the weakening rules 2,3,4 to obtain β([n]) -sat

f f
β([m]).

– if n = hd([n]), m ! tl([m]), then n"m either because [n] = [m] and
o(β([n])), or because β([n]) -> β([m]), for some > ! { f a,aa}. In the
first case, we apply the ordering rule 11, and in the second case the
weakening rule 2 to obtain β([n]) -sat

f a β([m]).
– if n ! tl([n]), m = hd([m]), then n"m because β([n]) -> β([m]), for

> ! {a f ,aa}, in which case we apply the weakening rule 1 to obtain
β([n]) -sat

a f β([m]).
– if n ! tl([n]), m ! tl([m]) and

• n!
"m, then n"m either because o(β([n])), in which case osat(β([n]))

directly, or because β([n]) -aa β([m]), which implies osat(β([n])),
by rule 10.

• n & !"m, then n"m because β([n]) -aa β([n]) which directly gives
β([n]) -sat

aa β([m]).

The induction step:

– if n = hd([n]), m = hd([m]), then n"m because, for some p ! N,
p"m, and either:
• p = hd([p]) and β([n]) -> β([p]), for some > ! { f f , f a,a f ,aa}.

By the weakening rules 1-4 we obtain β([n]) -sat
f f β([p]). By the

induction hypothesis we have β([p]) -sat
f f β([m]), and by the tran-

sitivity rule 5 we obtain β([n]) -sat
f f β([m]).
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• p ! tl([p]) and β([n]) -> β([p]) for some > ! { f a,aa}. By the
weakening rules 2,4 we obtain β([n]) - f f β([p]). By the induc-
tion hypothesis we have β([p]) -sat

a f β([m]), and by the weaken-
ing rule 3, β([p]) -sat

f f β([m]). By the transitivity rule 5 we obtain
β([n]) -sat

f f β([m]).
– if n= hd([n]),m! tl([m]), then n"m because, for some p!N, p"m,

and either:
• p = hd([p]) and β([n]) -> β([p]), for some > ! { f f , f a,a f ,aa}.

By the weakening rules 1-4 we obtain β([n]) -sat
f f β([p]). By the

induction hypothesis we have β([p]) -sat
f a β([m]), and by the tran-

sitivity rule 7 we obtain β([n]) -sat
f a β([m]).

• p ! tl([p]) and β([n]) -> β([p]), for some > ! { f a,aa}. By the
weakening rules 2,4 β([n]) - f f β([p]). By the induction hypothe-
sis we have β([p]) -sat

aa β([m]), therefore by the weakening rule 2
we have β([p])-sat

f a β([m]) and by the transitivity rule 7, we obtain
β([n]) -sat

f a β([m]).
– if n! tl([n]),m= hd([m]), then n"m because, for some p!N, p"m,

and either:
• p = hd([p]) and β([n]) -> β([p]), for some > ! {a f ,aa}. By the

weakening rules 1 we obtain β([n]) -sat
a f β([p]). By the induction

hypothesis we have β([p]) -sat
f f β([m]), and by the transitivity rule

6 we obtain β([n]) -sat
a f β([m]).

• p ! tl([p]) and β([n]) -aa β([p]), hence β([n]) -a f β([p]), by the
weakening rule 1. By the induction hypothesis, we have β([p])-sat

a f
β([m]), hence β([p]) -sat

f f β([m]), by the weakening rule 3. By the
transitivity rule 6, we obtain β([n]) -sat

a f β([m]).
– if n ! tl([n]), m ! tl([m]) and:

• n!
"m, this case is covered by the base case.

• n & !"m, then n"m because, for some p ! N, p"m, and either:
" p = hd([p]) and β([n]) -> β([p]) for some > ! {a f ,aa}. By

the weakening rule 1 we have β([n]) -sat
a f β([p]), and by the

induction hypothesis we have β([p]) -sat
f a β([m]). By the tran-

sitivity rule 8 we obtain β([n]) -sat
aa β([m]).

" p ! tl([p]) and β([n]) -aa β([p]). By the weakening rule 1
we have β([n]) -sat

a f β([p]), and by the induction hypothesis
we have β([p]) -sat

aa β([m]), and by the weakening rule 2 we
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obtain β([p]) -sat
f a β([m]). By the transitivity rule 8 we obtain

β([n]) -sat
aa β([m]).

67

The next Theorem shows the soundness and completeness of the satura-
tion rules.

Theorem 3. Given an abstract heap %H, we have sat(%H) =6{&H 2 | γ(&H 2) =
γ(%H)}.

Proof. We show sat(%H)@6{&H 2 | γ(&H 2) = γ(H)} by showing that γ(sat(%H)) =
γ(%H). This is proved by induction on the number of applications of the
rules Figure 9. In particular, we need to show, for each such rule R, that
γ(%H) = γ(&H 2), where &H 2 is the result of applying R to %H. This check is
straightforward.

To show that sat(%H) ? 6{&H 2 | γ(&H 2) = γ( %H)}, we let &H 2 ! %
H (PVar)

be any abstract heap such that γ(&H 2) = γ(%H), and prove that sat(%H) ? &H 2.
The condition γ(&H 2) = γ( %H) is equivalent to the following: 3H . α(H) ?
%H =< α(H)? &H 2. This can only be true iff %H and &H 2 share the same ab-
stract structure H = ,N,S,V .. In particular, sat(%H) has the same abstract
structure, since the closure of %H under the rules in Figure 9 does not
affect the structure. Let sat(%H) = ,H,o,- f f ,- f a,-a f ,-aa., and &H 2 =
,H,o2,-2

f f ,-
2
f a,-

2
a f ,-

2
aa.. It remains to be shown that:

Claim. For any n,m ! N we have o(n) = o2(n) and n -> m = n -2
> m,

for all > ! { f f , f a,a f ,aa}.

Proof. Let H0 = ,N0,S0,V0,D0. ! γ(sat(%H)), be a concrete heap and β0 :
N0/9 / N the associated bijection. Let n,m ! N be arbitrary nodes. To
show that -> ; -2

> for > ! { f f , f a,a f ,aa}, we make a case split, based
on the relation ->:

– -> is - f f : n = m is a special case, since n - f f m by the reflexiv-
ity rule 9. Otherwise, consider n &= m. Let n0 = hd(β01

0 (n)), m0 =
hd(β01

0 (m)). If n0 "m0 is the case, by Proposition 1 we have n- f f m.
Otherwise, we can build a concrete heapH1 = ,N0,S0,V0,D1., where,
for all n,m ! N0, we let D1(n) - D1(m) iff n"m. In particular, we
can chose D1(n0) A D1(m0). This is always possible, by the fact that
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Weakening
1. n-aa m < n-a f m
2. n-aa m < n- f a m
3. n-a f m < n- f f m
4. n- f a m < n- f f m

Reflexivity
9. n- f f n

Transitivity
5. n- f f m $ m- f f p < n- f f p
6. n-a f m $ m- f f p < n-a f p
7. n- f f m $ m- f a p < n- f a p
8. n-a f m $ m- f a p < n-aa p

Order
10. n-aa n < o(n)
11. o(n) < n- f a n

Fig. 9. Saturation rules

,D,-. is infinite. Therefore H1 ! γ(sat(%H))\ γ(&H 2), in contradiction
with the fact that γ(sat(%H)) = γ( %H) = γ(&H 2).

– the rest of the cases are analogous.

To show that o ; o2, let n0,m0 ! β01
0 (n), be arbitrary nodes such that

n0 !m0. Note that it is always possible to choose H0 ! γ(sat(%H)) such
that n0,m0 ! tl([n]). For this it is sufficient to choose H0 in such a way
that ||β01

0 (n)|| > 2. If n0 "m0, it must be that o(n) holds, by Proposition
1. Otherwise, suppose that there exists n0,m0 ! tl(β01

0 (n)), such that n0 &
"m0. Then, it is possible to build a concrete heap H1 = ,N0,S0,V0,D1.,
where, for all n,m ! N0, we let D1(n) - D1(m) iff n"m. In particular,
we can chose D1(n0) AD1(m0). This is always possible, by the fact that
,D,-. is infinite. ThereforeH1 ! γ(sat(%H))\γ(&H 2), in contradiction with
the fact that γ(sat(%H)) = γ(%H) = γ(&H 2). 67

We define now how the change of abstract predicates is being per-
formed. Most of the rules that affect only the abstract structure of the
state are very similar with the data insensitive case. To be more precise,
all rules from Figure 4, with the exception of the ones that use the merg-
ing (µ) or the splitting (σ) functions, will simply maintain the same pred-
icates between the source and destination of the transition. For example,
if we had V (u) = V (w) = n and n - f a m, then the result of applying
the statement u := null is V 2

=V [u/ '] and n-2
f a m. The remaining

rules are dealt with by introducing ordered versions of the merging and
splitting functions, called µo and σo, respectively. As a general rule, the
new merging and splitting operations are performed on saturated abstract
heaps, and another saturation is applied to the result in order to maintain
the desired precision.
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Let n,m ! N be such that S(n) =m and m is not a cut point in H. We
recall that the result of the merging operation µ(H,n,m) in this case is
the abstract structure in which n takes the place of both n and m. Then,
µo( %H,n,m) = ,µ(H,n,m),o2,-2

f f ,-
2
f a,-

2
a f ,-

2
aa. where o2,-2

f f , f a,a f ,aa
are the (unique) relations on N and N+N satisfying the following con-
straints, for all p ! N \{m}, q,r ! N \{n} and > ! { f f , f a,a f ,aa}:

o(n) $ o(m) $ n-aa mB o2(n) o(q) B o2(q) and q-> rB q-2
> r

n- f f pB n-2
f f p p- f f nB p-2

f f n
p- f a n $ p- f a mB p-2

f a n n- f a qB n-2
f a q

n-a f p $ m-a f pB n-2
a f p q-a f nB q-2

a f n
n-aa p $ m-aa pB n-2

aa p p-aa n $ p-aa mB p-2
aa n

Lemma 4. Let %H = ,H,o,- f f ,- f a,-a f ,-aa. ! %
H (PVar) be a satu-

rated abstract heap, where H = ,N,S,V . ! H (PVar), and n,m ! N such
that S(n) =mand m is not a cut point in H. Then, α(γ(%H)) =α(γ(µo(%H,n,m))).

Proof. We first show that γ(%H) 4 γ(µo(%H,n,m)).
Let µo(%H,n,m) = ,µ(H,n,m),o2,-2

f f , f a,a f ,aa. and H ! γ( %H), H =

,N,S,V,D.. Then,H ! γs(H), and by Lemma 2, we haveH ! γs(µ(H,n,m)).
Let β and β2 be the mappings of N, and N \{m} into list segments of H,
i.e. contiguous sequences of nodes from N, related by S. In particular we
have β(p) = β2(p), for all p!N \{n,m} and β01(n):β01(m) = β201(n).
In order to show that H ! γ(µo(%H,n,m)) it is sufficient to show that for
all p,q ! N \{m}:

1. o2(p) < oc(β201(p)), and
2. p-2

> q< β201(p) -c
> β

201(q), for all > ! { f f , f a,a f ,aa}.

1. There are two cases:

– p = n: o2(n) < o(n)$ o(m)$ n -aa m. Since H ! γ(%H), by Defini-
tion 7 this implies oc(β01(n)), oc(β01(m)) and β01(n) -c

aa β
01(m).

Because of β01(n):β01(m) = β201(n), we obtain oc(β201(n)).
– p &= n: o2(p) < o(p). Since H ! γ(%H), by Definition 7 this implies

oc(β201(n)).

2. We show the proof for - f a, the rest of the cases being similar. There
are four cases:
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– p = n,q = n: n -2
f a n < n - f a n $ n - f a m. Since H ! γ(%H), by

Definition 7 this implies β01(n) -c
f a β

01(n) and β01(n) -c
f a β

01(m),
i.e the first element of β01(n) is less than all other elements of β01(n)
and all elements of β01(m). Then, it is less than or equal to all ele-
ments of β01(n) : β01(m) = β201(n). Since this element is also the
first of β201(n), we have β201(n) -c

f a β
201(n).

– p = n,q &= n: n -2
f a q < n - f a q. Since H ! γ(%H), by Definition 7

this implies β01(n)-c
f a β

01(q). Since hd(β01(n))= hd(β201(n)), we
also have β201(n) -c

f a β
201(q).

– p &= n,q= n: p-2
f a n< p- f a n $ p- f a m. SinceH ! γ(%H), by Defi-

nition 7 this implies β01(p) -c
f a β

01(n) and β01(p) -c
f a β

01(m). But
then we have β01(p) -c

f a β
01(n) : β01(m), and hence β201(p) -c

f a
β201(n).

– p,q &= n: p -2
f a q < p -2

f a q. Since H ! γ( %H), by Definition 7 this
implies β01(p) -c

f a β
01(q), i.e. β201(p) -c

f a β
201(q).

Next, from Lemma 2 and from the fact that µo is based on µ, we know
thatαs(γ( %H)) =αs(γ(µo( %H,n,m))). Thus,α(γ(%H)) and α(γ(µo( %H,n,m)))
are based on the same abstract structure with a set of nodes Nα, and they
can differ only in what predicates o(u) and u-> v for >! { f f ,a f , f a,aa}
and u,v ! Nα hold in them.

From the above shown fact saying that γ(%H) 4 γ(µo( %H,n,m)), we
get that there cannot be any u,v ! Nα such that o(u) or u -> v for > !
{ f f ,a f , f a,aa} holds inα(γ(µo( %H,n,m))) but not inα(γ(%H)). This would
mean that in some conretization of the latter there is a heap for some of
whose nodes the given predicates do not hold whereas such a heap is not a
concretization of the former, which contradicts the mentioned inclusion.

Thus, it remains to be shown that for any nodes u,v ! Nα, we can-
not have o(u) or u -> v for > ! { f f ,a f , f a,aa} in α(γ(%H)) but not in
α(γ(µo( %H,n,m))):

– Let us start with o(u). If the concretization of u does not involve the
concretizations of n,m, the property trivially holds as the ordering
predicates for nodes other than n,m are simply preserved by µo.
Suppose now that u involves the concretizations of n,m and that o(u)
holds in α(γ(%H)) but not in α(γ(µo( %H,n,m))). As the ordering pred-
icates are simply copied for all other nodes other than n, the only
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reason for the given situation can be that o2(n) is not introduced by
µo despite semantically it is possible to introduce o2(n).
However, this is a contradiction as it is easy to see that if either o(n),
o(m), or n-aa m does not hold, we can come up with such concretiza-
tions of n and m that the joint node will not be ordered. Moreover, we
can rely on o(n), o(m), and n -aa m to hold always when possible
due to working with a saturated heap %H and due to Theorem 3.

– A very similar reasoning as above can be applied to the binary order-
ing predicates too.

67

Let us note that Lemmma 4 cannot be strenghtened to saying that
γ(%H) = γ(µo(%H,n,m)). Imagine a situation of merging two ordered nodes
where the second node contains bigger values than the first one. Then,
the resulting node cannot be claimed ordered. However, we know that it
should be possible to split its concretizations to two ordered sequences
which is a fact that we cannot record using the predicates that we cur-
rently support in our abstraction.

The splitting operation on abstract structures replaces one node n
with two nodes n and m, such that m becomes the successor of n and
the previous successor of n becomes the successor of m. In addition, the
effect of the split operation on the ordering predicates is modeled by the
rules given in the following. Formally, σo(%H,n,m) = ,σ(H,n,m),o2,-2

f f
,-2

f a,-
2
a f ,-

2
aa., where o2,-2

f f , f a,a f ,aa are the (unique) relations on N
and N+N that satisfy the following constraints, for all p!N \{n}, q,r !
N \{p,n}, and all > ! { f f , f a,a f ,aa}:

o2(n), n-2
> n, > ! { f f , f a,a f ,aa}

o(n) B n-2
aa m $ o2(m) n-aa nB n-2

aa m $ m-2
aa n $ m-2

aa m
n- f f pB n-2

f f p p- f f nB p-2
f f n

n- f a pB n-2
f a p p- f a nB p-2

f a n $ p-2
f a m

n-a f pB n-2
a f p $ m-2

a f p p-a f nB p-2
a f n

n-aa pB n-2
aa p $ m-2

aa p p-aa nB p-2
aa n $ p-2

aa m
o(q) B o2(q) q-> rB q-2

> r

The first conditions concerning o2(n) and n -2
> n are due to the fact that

the actual size of the list segment represented by n is one, i.e. a split
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operation separates the head from the tail of a list segment. The following
Lemma formalizes the correctness σo:

Lemma 5. Let %H = ,H,o,- f f ,- f a,-a f ,-aa. ! %
H (PVar) be a satu-

rated abstract heap, where H = ,N,S,V . !H(PVar), n ! N and m &! N2.
Then, α(γ(%H)) = α(γ(σo(%H,n,m))).

Proof. Along the same lines as the proof of Lemma 4. 67

A conditional test involving data u.data # w.data evaluates true
in the abstract heap %H if and only ifV (u)- f f V (w) holds on sat(%H). Oth-
erwise, such tests introduce non-determinism in the generated counter
automaton. Therefore, the semantics of the counter automaton is a sim-
ulation of the semantics of the original program, but not a bisimulation
anymore.

Theorem 4. Let ,l, ι,H. ! S be a concrete program state. Then, there
exists ,l2, ι2,H 2. ! S such that ,l, ι,H.

c
0/ ,l2, ι2,H 2. if only if there exists

an abstract state ,l,&H 2,ν2. ! S a such that ,l,α(H),ν. a
0/ ,l2,&H 2,ν2. and

H 2 ! γ(&H 2).

Proof. Along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 2, using Lemmas 4
and 5, instead of 2 and 3, respectively. 67

The following is a consequence of Theorems 1, 2 and 4.

Corollary 1. For every program with lists, if its counter automaton is
flat, then safety and termination are decidable properties.

Notice that the number of objects created by a single loop iteration in a
flat list program is always bounded by a constant, therefore its counter
automaton is restrictive. The linear and non-negative conditions can be
established by inspection of the form of the transitions in the abstract
semantics4. If this automaton is moreover flat, we can apply Theorem 1.
The result does not give us a purely syntactic criterion for decidability
of verification of list manipulating programs but still allows us to decide
whether the program falls into a significant decidable fragment or not.

4 Notice that the only negative coefficients in the transition relations are the base coefficients.
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4.4 Saturation w.r.t. Size Information

In this section we show how a limited amount of information about the
sizes of concrete nodes can be used to enhance the precision of the ab-
straction. The results below provide formal grounds for implementing
runtime tests of the form xn = 1, xn = 2 and xn > 2, for each n ! N , as
was briefly mentioned in the previous. To do that we need to extend the
notion of concretisation function as follows.

Let us recall the definition of structural concretisation γs(H) =
S

{ν(H) | ν :
N / N}. Let ϕ be an arithmetic formula with free variables FV (ϕ) = X ,
where X denotes the set of counters. A mapping ν : N / N satisfies a
given formula ϕ, denoted ν |= ϕ iff the formula obtained by substituting
each variable xn with ν(n) is valid. With this notation, we define the struc-
tural concretisation w.r.t. ϕ as γϕs =

S

{ν(H) | ν |= ϕ}. Given an abstract
heap %H = ,H,o,- f f ,- f a,-a f ,-aa., the concretisation w.r.t. ϕ is defined
as γϕ =

S

{H |H ! ν(H), α(H)? %H and ν |=ϕ}. Now an abstract heap %H
is said to be saturated w.r.t. ϕ if and only if %H = 6{&H 2 | γϕ(%H) = γϕ(&H 2)}.
Notice that saturation w.r.t ϕ is a generalization of the previous notion of
saturation, since saturation coincides with saturation w.r.t C.

Lemma 6. If ϕ,ψ are two formulae with FV (ϕ) = FV (ψ) = X , such
that |= ϕ/ ψ, then %H is saturated w.r.t ϕ only if it is saturated w.r.t. ψ.

Proof. Let %H = ,H,o,- f f ,- f a,-a f ,-aa.. By definition, %H is saturated
w.r.t ϕ iff

3&H 2 . γϕ(%H) = γϕ(&H 2) < %H ? &H 2

Now let &H 2 be an arbitrary abstract heap such that γψ(%H) = γψ(&H 2). We
aim at proving that %H ? &H 2. It is sufficient to show that γϕ( %H) = γϕ(&H 2)

and apply the fact that %H is saturated w.r.t ϕ, in order to obtain %H ? &H 2.
“4” Let H ! γϕ( %H), i.e. H ! ν(H) and α(H) ? %H for some ν such that
ν |= ϕ. Since |= ϕ/ψ we have also ν |= ψ, hence H ! γψ(%H) = γψ(&H 2).
Hence we have α(H) ? &H 2, therefore H ! γϕ(&H 2). The other direction is
symmetrical. 67

The following Theorem relates the notions of saturation and satura-
tion w.r.t. ϕ, for the cases of ϕ= [xn = 1], [xn = 2] and [xn > 2]. Mainly, it
proves that size information is treated in a sound and complete fashion.
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In particular, this theorem shows that the above are the only cases we
need to consider in order to saturate with respect to size information.

Theorem 5. Let %H = ,H,o,- f f ,- f a,-a f ,-aa. be an abstract heap,
H = ,N,S,V . be its abstract structure, and n ! N an arbitrary abstract
node. Then, the following holds:

1. %H is saturated w.r.t. xn = 1 if and only if it is saturated and o(n),
n-> n hold for all > ! { f f , f a,a f ,aa}.

2. %H is saturated w.r.t. xn = 2 if and only if it is saturated and n- f a n<
o(n).

3. for any k> 2, %H is saturated w.r.t. xn = k if and only if it is saturated.

Proof. 1. “<” If %H is saturated w.r.t. xn = 1 then it is saturated, by
Lemma 6 (we have |= xn = 1 / C). Let H ! γxn=1( %H) be an arbitrary
concretisation of %H w.r.t xn = 1, and β be the mapping of list segments
into abstract nodes. Then we have ||β01(n)|| = 1, hence ocβ01(n) and
β01(n) -c

> β
01(n). Suppose now that o(n) is not the case in %H, and let

&H 2 be like %H, with o(n) added. Then we have &H 2 # %H and γxn=1( %H) =

γxn=1(&H 2), which contradicts with the fact that %H is saturated w.r.t xn = 1.
The same argument works for n-> n, > ! { f f , f a,a f ,aa}.
“=” It is sufficient to prove γxn=1(%H) = γxn=1(&H 2) < γ(%H) = γ(&H 2) and
use the fact that %H is saturated to obtain %H ? &H 2. Let H ! γ(%H) be an
arbitrary concretisation of %H, and β be the mapping of list segments into
abstract nodes. Since n -aa n we have β01(n) -c

aa β
01(n), i.e all nodes

from β01(n) have equal data. If ||β01(n)|| > 1, let H 2 be the same as
H, except for β01(n) which is replaced by a single concrete node with
the same data. Obviously, α(H) = α(H 2), hence α(H 2) 4 %H, therefore
H 2 ! γxn=1( %H) = γxn=1(&H 2). The latter implies α(H) = α(H 2) 4 &H 2, i.e.
H ! γ(&H 2). The other direction is symmetric.
2. “<” This point is similar to the < direction of 1. “=” It is sufficient
to show that γxn=2( %H) = γxn=2(&H 2) < γ(%H) = γ(&H 2). Let H ! γ( %H), and
β be the corresponding mapping. There are three cases:

– ||β01(n)|| = 1: let H 2 be like H except for β01(n) which is replaced
by a list segment consisting of two nodes with the same data as
hd(β01(n)). Obviouslyα(H) =α(H 2) which leads toH 2 ! γxn=2(%H) =

γxn=2(&H 2), therefore α(H) 4 &H 2, i.e. H ! γ(&H 2).
– ||β01(n)|| = 2: H ! γxn=2( %H) = γxn=2(&H 2) 4 γ(&H 2).
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– ||β01(n)|| > 2: there are two cases:
• n - f a n: we have β01(n) -c

f a β
01(n), hence hd(β01(n)) is the

node with the minimal data value of the entire list segment β01(n).
Since ||tl(β01(n))||> 1, letH 2 be the same asH except for tl(β01(n)),
which consits now of only one element, and namely the one with
maximum value in H. One can easily show that α(H) = α(H 2),
since no predicate needs to be updated as result of the transforma-
tion. By the same argument as above, we obtain H ! γ(H 2).

• H 2 is built now from H by keeping only the minimum and max-
imum elements of β01(n) possibly in reversed order. In this way
one does not introduce o(n) in α(H 2) when not necessary (no-
tice that o(n) might not hold in α(H)) and we can still show that
α(H) = α(H 2).

The other direction is symmetrical.
3. “<” This point is similar to the < direction of 1. “=” The argument
is similar to the “=” direction of 2. Namely, if H ! γ(%H) we have three
cases, based on whether ||β(n)|| < k, = k or > k. The construction of H 2

such that α(H 2) = α(H) is similar to the one of 2. 67

5 Experimental Results
In order to obtain experimental evidence about how our techniques be-
have in practice, we have applied them to several non-trivial procedures
manipulating singly-linked lists. In particular, we have considered a pro-
cedure for reversing lists, whose behaviour we have studied both for an
acyclic as well as cyclic input, and then two procedures for sorting lists,
namely InsertSort and BubbleSort.

For all the examples, we generated (by hand—an implementation of
the translation procedure is our future work) the corresponding counter
automata. Sizes of the automata—after some trivial simplifications join-
ing sequences of states with no variation in the underlying heap graph—
varied as follows: (1) 15 states and 3 counters for reversing acyclic lists
(no optimizations were used in this case), (2) 11 states and 3 counters for
reversing cyclic lists, (3) 88 states and 6 counters for InsertSort, and (4)
149 states and 7 counters for BubbleSort (we considered the more practi-
cal version of the sort with a pointer remembering the already sorted part
of the list). For list reversing, no ordering predicates were used.
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As for the safety properties of the considered programs, we checked
that there are no null pointer assignments, no elements are lost, the shape
is preserved, and—in the case of the sorting algorithms—that the result
is sorted. These properties may be checked by generating a symbolically
encoded set of the reachable configurations of the counter automaton
corresponding to the program. Using an implementation of the abstract
regular model checking technique [8] based on LASH automata libraries
[1], the verification took 10 sec for the acyclic list reversion case study
and 0.5 sec for cyclic list reversion on a Pentium 4 machine with a 2.6
GHz processor.

Moreover, let us note that all the above properties may often be checked
already at the counter automaton extraction phase. The checking is mostly
straightforward. A slight complication is just checking that no elements
of the list are lost via the u.next := w operations. However, even here
a simple (fully automatable) heuristic may be used. When we generate
a counter automaton state containing a new abstract heap and we can
grant that some of its nodes have size one (e.g., after a u := w.next
statement), we remember this fact. Later when we again encounter such
a heap and we cannot statically guarantee that the appropriate nodes
have size one, we may drop the information. Then, when we see that
an u.next := w operation is performed on a node for which we remem-
bered that its size is one, we know that we do not loose any list elements.
If this is not the case, we have to analyse the dynamic behaviour of the
counter automaton and check whether it may actually happen that we
loose some elements. In all our examples, however, we were able to per-
form all the checks statically.

In addition to checking safety properties, we have also fully-automatically
checked that all the considered programs terminate. For checking termi-
nation, we analysed the generated counter automata using the tool de-
scribed in [11]. On the same machine as above, we were able to check
termination in 4 sec for reversing acyclic lists, 1.5 sec for reversing cyclic
lists, 90 sec for InsertSort, and 150 sec for BubbleSort.

6 Conclusion

We have presented an approach for automatic verification of programs
with 1-selector dynamic linked structures. It is based on using counter
automata as accurate abstract models for such programs. These infinite-
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state models can be handled using various advanced techniques and tools
which have been designed recently for their automatic analysis (e.g., [1,
2, 5]), and in particular concerning checking termination and liveness
properties (e.g., [11, 10]). Indeed, using counters referring to the sizes
of parts of the heap structure (e.g., list segments) of a program is a pow-
erful means for dealing with quantitative reasoning about programs, and
in particular about their termination. Our future work naturally includes
extending this approach to more general linked structures such as doubly
linked lists, tree-like structures, etc.
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